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 It was the time of the plague. 

 We – a collective of authors delegated with the task of collecting writers’ bodies 

because we knew their location – had just come up to Woodgold’s garret. 

 We had placed his body in the back of the cart, and had carefully laid two copper 

coins on his eyes, one on each one. 

 Suddenly, he sat bolt upright and began shouting profanities at the top of his 

lungs. 

 I tried to calm him down. “We… we thought you were dead.” 

 “Dead? Moi?” he expostulated. “No, no, no. It must have been something I ate. 

Or maybe it was something I didn’t eat. Whatever. Anybody got any water?” 

 I handed him my thermos of tea. He gratefully gulped some down, then handed it 

back. 

 “How long was I gone for?” he queried. 

 “Long enough that your books were removed from the libraries.” 

 “What?” he cried. “Down with the tyranny of ignorance!” 

 “But Woodgold,” we said, “you were dead. That’s what happens to dead authors, 

especially under a guided democracy.” 

 “Just because I wrote political tracts? Am I a dissenting writer because of that? 

Am I subject to censorship, therefore?” 

 We looked at each other, then at our shoes. 



 “Really,” Woodgold drawled. “So what is this, poetic justice?” 

 “Woodgold,” we explained, “they’re shutting the libraries down. Your books’ 

disappearing was more an accident than anything else. You should take consolation that 

at least they were there for a while.” 

 “Did you say they’re shutting down the libraries? What the fuck is going on? This 

is yet another attempt to dumb down students so that they will not learn critical 

independent thinking so then therefore not challenge the powers that be.” 

 We nodded our heads. “But of course, Woodgold. We all know that. The first 

ones to disappear under an autocratic government are the intellectuals. The state cannot 

be defied in any sense lest its grip on power be weakened.” 

 “We’re just batting around the obvious,” said Woodgold. He joined our group in 

collecting the dead after he had woofed down a McHappy meal. 

 Woodgold was now in a jovial mood. “They asked me if I wanted fries with that. I 

told them, ‘If I had wanted fries, I would have asked for them!’” he gave a sinister 

chuckle. Denying fries was his way of protesting corporatism. 

 We trudged the streets, plaintively calling out, “Bring out your dead!” except for 

Woodgold, who yelled, “Yeah! Bring out your fucking dead, baby!” 

 We tried to figure out the origin of the plague. Woodgold thought it came from 

something in the fries accompanying McHappy meals. “That’s why I never fucking eat 

any,” he asserted, profanely, as was his wont. 

 We told him that it was in the corporation’s best interest to keep its customers 

alive. 

 “You really believe that capitalist garbage?” he asked, rhetorically. 



 “Woodgold,” we admonished, “we know how much you hate capitalism, but 

don’t forget, if it wasn’t for the McHappy meal, you’d still be starving. And,” we added, 

“we paid for it.” 

 “So where did the plague come from?” he asked. “Rats?” 

 “Rats?” we repeated, querulously. 

 “You know,” he replied, “like the Black Plague, like the plague Camus wrote 

about.” 

 We told him that we had thought about this and decided it was no accident. “We 

think it’s due to an aberration of genetic engineering.” 

 “Well, who the f—“ he started, when we cut him off from more profanity by 

raising a hand. 

 “Well, who the frick would initiate something like that?” 

 “We think it’s some kind of corporate-government cabal bent on reducing the 

world’s population so that more resources are left for themselves.” 

 “And our government is complicit in this?” 

 “Especially our government,” we said. “Remember all the genetics 

experimentation that went on earlier? What do you think that was all about?” 

 “Well, how the—“ he paused “frick are we supposed to fight this thing?” 

 “Woodgold,” we said, “we don’t know. We’re artists, not scientists. Unless you 

have some kind of… of fricken idea of your own.” 

 “As a matter of fact,” he said, grinning an evil grin, “I do: hackers.” 

 “Hackers?! What are you talking about? Don’t you know what they’re like?” 



 “As a matter of fact, I know exactly what they’re like.” he said “And they would 

just love to destroy corporate-government institutions bent on world domination by 

killing off 9/10ths of the population.” 

 “So, how are you going to contact them? They don’t exactly advertise their 

whereabouts.” 

 “Leave it to me. I know people who know people.” 

 It wasn’t too long afterwards that the first signals of Woodgold’s plan started to 

manifest. 

 Perhaps the first indication was the change in the garish day-glow sign on top of 

the Fraser Insitute Ministry. It used to read, “Everything’s going to be alright.” Now it 

said, “Don’t laugh, you’re next.” The Canadian flag beside it was upside down. 

 The next sign was the deceleration of new incidences of plague cases. These 

finally stopped altogether. 

 Next, the corporate buildings began to crumble: first, their computer systems went 

kaput; then their edifices actually started to break up. 

 When we asked Woodgold how the hackers had managed this latter feat, he 

shrugged. “Beats me,” he said, “they’re pretty clever, you know.” 

 The last problem – the government – the hackers told us we had to solve 

ourselves. 

 The problem involved taking our “guided democracy” through to the purest form 

of democracy, “direct (or participatory) democracy” where the citizenry itself makes 

legislative decisions. 



 So we mobilized every willing artist we could find and enlisted them into our 

cause. Our purpose was – in whatever way possible – show what an evil, autocratic 

government we had, and also to show how to get rid of it. 

 We befriended students and passed our thoughts to them, who in turn passed them 

on to other students. We got them to organize through social networking, and to set up 

marches and demostrations. We did everything we could to spread the message about 

getting rid of “guided democracy.” 

 The citizenry became informed. When they learned of the superior “direct 

democracy,” the old regime was finished. It helped tremendously that there was no longer 

the problem of the plague to deal with. The hackers had come through with flying 

colours. 

 “The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do 

nothing.”—Edmund Burke, 1729-1797, attributed. 


